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KATE AND ANT WALDREN DESCRIBE THEIR PASTURE PLANS & PRACTICES

In this issue
Autumn Field Day – 9th March
Although certainly not feeling like autumn, over 25
MFS members turned out to an “Autumn Field Day”
on March the 9th in the “Nandawar” shearing shed.
The day covered several topics including a slightly
revised version of Doug Alcocks “seasonal outlook”
for Autumn / Winter given the recent weeks of hot,
dry conditions as well as a focus on worm
management as the issue becomes an increasing
concern for Monaro producers.
The day was also an initiative to ask Kate and Ant
Waldren who have participated in the MFS
benchmarking group for the last two years, to show
others what they have gained out of this group.
“Nandawar” is a 2002 ha property (1420 ha arable) on
granite soil with 1213ha improved pastures (fescue,
phalaris, white clover, sub). With a 660mm average
rainfall, the property runs 600 breeders, 1200 dual
purpose merino ewes and 250 second cross ewes with a
10.5 DSE/ha annual stocking rate and a 7.4 DSE/ha
winter stocking rate.
The comparative analysis has really allowed them to
identify the strengths and weaknesses of their
business and focus on the key areas affecting their
net profit.



Nandawar Autumn Field Day



MFS Worm Club kicks off



Sulfur Trials to start on the Monaro



Moisture Probe installed at “Idaho”



Rabo Bank – Business Management
Programs on offer



MFS update
 “Weatherzone” weather stations
for the Monaro
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Strengths
•
•
•

Good $ / kg / hd = happy with genetics and
management ie. calving time and fertility
Good quality pastures and fertilizer history on the
majority of paddocks
DSE is okay but should have room to improve in
light of soil tests







Weaknesses
•
•
•

Poor feed use efficiency (especially in Spring)
Labour efficiency
Flexibility of system to take advantage of market
opportunities

Strategies and key decisions over last two
years in light of the comparative analysis
discussions;
•
•
•
•
•

Taking on agistment stock or trade at the right time
Retaining more steers and lambs to grow out over
winter/spring and utilize the extra feed
Comparing enterprises to see where we should
focus on
Use of satellite yards versus laneways
Taking advantage of trade opportunities (being
more proactive & pliable to the market)

Richie Taylor gave an overview of how the MFS
WORM CLUB will work. The main points are as
follows;


MFS are developing a local centralized, data
base for worm test results for the Monaro.





You can use your own laboratory or MFS have
negotiated a competitive package with VHR
(Veterinary Health Research) Laboratory.
Submission forms from VHR will have a “tick
box” which allows a copy of results to be sent to
MFS.
If your do use another lab MFS would
appreciate a copy being forwarded to MFS as
well (email Nancy Spoljaric) to add value to the
data base.
All results will be strictly confidential and only
reported in “aggregated regional” reports.
Nancy is available to help with drench
resistance testing.
A free worm kit package will be sent to all
members shortly with the modified submission
form from VHR and a summary of how it will
work.

Benefits






Facilitate more widespread use of worm and
fluke testing.
Build up a local picture of worm egg populations
and drench resistance status in sheep and
cattle across the Monaro.
Assist with management of Barbers pole worm.
Provide early warning email alerts about buildup
of worm populations and “hot spots”.

“Monitoring for worms using worm egg counts
becomes more valuable the more tests are done.
How come? Initially producers become despondent
about the value of monitoring, as most times you
get a test result that tells you the mob needs
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drenching. You have to pay for the cost of the test
and the cost of the drench, so why test?
Worm control involves so much more than
drenching. The value of monitoring comes from
using the information to look back (“Does this result
reflect what I expected to happen from what I did
with the sheep / the previous drench / the paddock
in the past few months?”) and to look forward
(“What will this result mean for other stock that will
have to graze this paddock?”, “What can I do
differently that will alter the situation at this time
next year?”) as well as deciding whether the mob
needs a drench now. “
Bill Johnson, SE LLS Senior Veterinarian

Monaro Sulphur Trial – Sydney University
and SE LLS (Lachy Ingram)
The sulphur trial that Jo Powells (SE LLS) & and I
(Lachy Ingram, University of Sydney) are intending
to undertake will be established in April this year and
will run for three years. As sulphur is probably
major limiting nutrient in basalt derived soils, this trial
will look at a range of both forms of sulphur as well
as rates.
We are planning to use three different sulphur
types (gypsum, crushed gyprock) plus possibly one
other form of sulphur (to be decided upon) at a rate
of 125 kg/ha. In addition crushed gyprock will be
applied at three different rates (125, 250 and 375
kg/ha).
In addition as phosphorus is generally applied to
these same soils, 125 kg super will be added along
with each sulphur product. Fertiliser treatments will
be applied once only, at the start of the trial, as this
would seem to most accurately represent how
fertilisers are most generally applied in the Monaro.
In addition there will be a control treatment that will
have no sulphur or phosphorus applied to it.

 Control (0 kg S / ha + 0 kg P /ha)
 Re gyp (crushed gyprock) @ (125 + P*, 250
+ P*, 375 kg/ha + P*)
 Gypsum (125 kg/ha+ P*)
 Other S product (125 kg/ha + P*)
* P would be held constant at 11 kg P/ha (= 125 kg /
ha Single super)
Two sites will be used both on Basalt soils;
1. a native pasture at Hazeldean and
2. an improved pasture at Coolringdon.
Both sites have not had gypsum/super applied in at
least three years.
Sites will be initially soil sampled and then soil
sampled at regular intervals to follow changes in
soil sulphur along with other nutrients and soil
carbon.
In addition, a sulphur Œ probe² that will allow us to
look at the amount of plant available sulphur,
particularly when it is first applied, will be used also.
Vegetation parameters, including biomass,
composition and plant nitrogen status will be
determined at regular intervals over the course of
the three year study.
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Doug Alcock presented an updated “seasonal outlook” at the Nandawar Field Day for the autumn and winter
months ahead given the weeks of hot dry conditions experienced in February. Given the exceptional spring /
summer conditions, the Monaro is generally still ideally positioned going into winter in terms of feed on offer, soil
moisture and expected pasture growth and ewe condition score on both native and improved systems. One of the
“opportunities” discussed was the option to join a larger number of merino ewes in early April with the view to selling
scanned in lamb ewes in early June to take advantage of expected market demands.
Economics – join now and sell scanned in lamb (SIL) ewes in early June

Costs / lost income

Extra Income

Forgone ewe sales with interest ($70/hd)

$35,700

Extra Management Costs
Total Costs

$500
$36,200

Sale of SIL Ewes ($120/hd)

$59,400

Total Income
Profit

$59,400
$23,200

MFS Moisture Probe at Bungarby links in with probes across the Southern Tablelands
In early February 2016, the MFS moisture probe was installed at the old Monaro grasslands trial site on Idaho. This
probe, (purchased from and installed by Cropsol) is a 100cm Aquacheck probe with sensors at 10cm, 20cm, 40cm,
60cm, 80cm & 100cm. It has been installed directly adjacent to the soil characterisation pit so soil parameters are
already measured adding to the value & accuarcy of information that can be gained from the probe.
An identical probe has also been installed at Simon Kings property, “Muniong” as part of a southern tablelands SE
LLS initiative. These two Monaro probes will be linked in with a further seven probes installed as part of a TFS
project, making a total of 9 moisture probes networked across the Southern Tablelands.
Once the probes are logging useful information (takes 2-3 months to allow soil to settle around the probe with rain
infiltration), data from each of these probes wiill be accessible via the MFS / LLS website. MFS is currently working
with TFS and LLS to decide the best way to present the data that is simple and easy to interpret and that will give
farmers up-to-date and accurate information on available soil temperature, soil moisture and associated pasture
growth, wilting points and water holding capacities.
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Example of the graph plotting soil moisture at depth intervals (green bars are rainfall events).

MFS currently has a funding application in requesting funding support for a further 2 more probes to be located at
strategic locations across the Monaro.

WHATS COMING UP IN 2016


MFS has recently partnered with CSIRO and NSW DPI in two funding submissions as part of the 2016/17 MLA
Annual Project Call. If successful, MFS will have the opportunity to work directly with both these organisations &
provide trial sites to investigate the following;
 Productivity potential of permanent pastures by addressing limitations in soil P, S, K and pH;
 Modelling of the potential financial impact of changed pasture growth response rates on sheep production
systems;
 High quality, summer active, perennial pasture species for the southern tablelands that can assist in finishing
stock and meeting target meat production weights before the winter feed gap.



MLA Legume Trial – the Autumn sowing is due to take place in May 2016 at the Kyleston site with the
following scarified seed; Avila Yellow Serradella, Arrowleaf, Santorini yellow serradella, Casbah Biserulla, Antas
sub, Margurita French Serradella and Bartolo. This will allow the comparison of the three sowing dates, Spring
2015, Summer 2016 and Autumn 2016.



Richard Taylor recently met with Weatherzone CEO, Charles Solomon to discuss ways to significantly improve
forecasting services through additional local weather stations for the Monaro. They are the major forecast
provider to both the airlines and mining industries and currently provide the forecasting for the Elders weather
website. The outcome is that they will provide MFS with four weather stations with forecasting to be located
at Bungarby, Nimmitabel, Adaminaby and Delegate (two stations to be adjacent to soil moisture probes). “We
are keen to better understand how we can develop more local forecasts that offer real value to farmers. This should assist
in providing better local forecasts in your region as well as allow us to begin developing appropriate algorithms and models
to combine the soil moisture with observed conditions and rainfall forecasts for better visibility of potential yields.” Charles
Solomom, Weatherzone CEO.
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Southern Monaro ProGraze Course commencing May 2016 (Date TBA), delivered via 8 half-day workshops for
a fee of $400 per farm business. Please register your intrest by 29th April 2016 by contacting Jo Powells (SE
LLS), 02 6452 1455, 0429 785 986 or jo.powells@lls.nsw.gov.au.



Pasture and River Health field days to be held on the 2nd April (Bumbalong) and the 16th of April (Carlaminda).
Please contact Jo Powells for more information. 0429 785 986.



MFS welcomes two new sponsors for 2016, Landmark Bombala / Delegate and Elders Cooma and thanks
Gallagher and RB Sellars, who will not be renewing their sponsorship in 2016, for their support over the
previous three years with both the traineeship program and the MFS 2012 wether trial.

Photo courtesy of Angus Hobson

One-in-three farmers looking to upskill
A third of Australian farmers are looking to increase their skills and knowledge through education or training over the coming
year, according to a recent survey of 1000 farmers commissioned by agribusiness banking specialist Rabobank.
The survey found improving on-farm management practices and upskilling in emerging technologies, financial management,
business planning and management, marketing and communications and succession were key areas of interest for farmers.
Since 1999, Rabobank have recognised the appetite for further education in the agri sector by developing its Business
Management Programs.
“Tailored for progressive farmers looking to take their businesses to the next level, the bank runs two programs to meet the
needs of farmers in different stages of their careers and businesses,” said Rabobank branch manager Goulburn Richard Knight.
“The Executive Development Program is for business owners and senior managers and aims to equip farmers with the skills to
plan the strategic direction of their business and identify opportunities in the agribusiness industry.
“We also offer a program for up-and-coming farmers who are looking to hone in on their management capabilities,” he said, “with
the Farm Managers Program putting younger farmers in good stead for taking over the reins of the family business or stepping
up into managerial positions.”
Both programs are residential programs and attract farmers from across Australia and New Zealand and a wide range of
commodity sectors.
Ash Teakle, graduate of the 2015 Executive Development Program said he applied for the program as he was wanting to upskill
and had been “looking at various courses online, including university degrees”.
“In recent years, our farming enterprise has expanded quite rapidly from a small family business to a medium-size operation,
and I was a bit concerned that I didn’t have the skill-set to run our more complex business,” he said.
“When I saw the brochure for the Rabobank program, I knew straight away it was what I was looking for, as I couldn’t have long
periods away from the business or my young family, and I felt that my motivation would wane if I enrolled in an online course.”
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Mr Teakle, who is a partner in his family’s broadacre cropping and livestock business north of Cunderdin in Western Australia,
said since graduating from the program he now has much more confidence in his decision-making capabilities, and looks at his
business more strategically.
“Looking at it now, I probably had some of the skills already but the course brought them to the fore,” he said. “I am now much
more focused on goal setting, and know the financial ratios we need to achieve to reach our goals.
“We are currently working on positioning ourselves for the next growth phase of our business which includes the purchase of
more land, and this has formed the basis of my management project.”
The Executive Development Program management project, completed between the two modules of the program, is designed to
give participants the framework to put into practice and develop the skills, tools and ideas from the program, with the project
essentially forming the strategic plan for their business.
Applications for the Farm Mangers Program are open until April 15, while the Executive Development Program closes on May
27.
This year, farmers from New South Wales may be eligible to receive funding for 50 per cent of their course fee under the NSW
Government Drought Strategy; The Farm Business Skills – Professional Development Program. For more information visit
www.raa.nsw.gov.au. To find out more visit www.rabobank.com.au/bmp or contact Rabobank Goulburn on 02 4855 1100.

